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Expression of auxin-binding protein1 during plum fruit ontogeny

supports the potential role of auxin in initiating and enhancing

climacteric ripening

I. El-Sharkawy • S. Sherif • A. Mahboob •

K. Abubaker • M. Bouzayen • S. Jayasankar

Abstract Auxin-binding protein1 (ABP1) is an active

element involved in auxin signaling and plays critical roles

in auxin-mediated plant development. Here, we report the

isolation and characterization of a putative sequence from

Prunus salicina L., designated PslABP1. The expected

protein exhibits a similar molecular structure to that of

well-characterized maize-ABP1; however, PslABP1 dis-

plays more sequence polarity in the active-binding site due

to substitution of some crucial amino-acid residues pre-

dicted to be involved in auxin-binding. Further, PslABP1

expression was assessed throughout fruit ontogeny to

determine its role in fruit development. Comparing the

expression data with the physiological aspects that char-

acterize fruit-development stages indicates that PslABP1

up-regulation is usually associated with the signature

events that are triggered in an auxin-dependent manner

such as floral induction, fruit initiation, embryogenesis, and

cell division and elongation. However, the diversity in

PslABP1 expression profile during the ripening process of

early and late plum cultivars seems to be due to the vari-

ability of endogenous auxin levels among the two cultivars,

which consequently can change the levels of autocatalytic

ethylene available for the fruit to co-ordinate ripening. The

effect of auxin on stimulating ethylene production and in

regulating PslABP1 was investigated. Our data suggest that

auxin is involved in the transition of the mature green fruit

into the ripening phase and in enhancing the ripening

process in both auxin- and ethylene-dependent manners

thereafter.

Keywords Auxin � Fruit development and ripening �

Protein structure � Subcellular localization

Abbreviations

ABP1 Auxin-binding protein1

DAB Days after bloom

‘EG’ ‘Early Golden’

‘SH’ ‘Shiro’

S1–4 Stage 1–4

Introduction

The phytohormone auxin controls almost every aspect of

plant growth and development processes. At cellular level,

auxin regulates cell division, expansion and differentiation

(Friml 2003). Some short-term effects may reflect direct

auxin impact on cell membrane proteins; however, most

other responses appear to include changes in gene

expression (Lüthen et al. 1999). At the whole plant level,

auxin controls essential processes such as apical
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dominance, lateral root formation, tropic responses, initi-

ation and differentiation of vascular tissues, embryogene-

sis, and fruit development (Teale et al. 2006; Quint and

Gray 2006). The involvement of auxin in a diverse array of

critical physiological functions may well be mediated by an

equally diverse array of receptors and an intricate network

of signaling cascades. Identification of auxin receptors

involved in signaling systems is a particularly significant

step towards understanding the molecular basis of auxin

action. Through determining the auxin-binding activity,

three types of auxin receptors have been identified so far:

auxin-binding protein1 (ABP1) that is involved in auxin

signaling within the plasma membrane (Shimomura et al.

1999; Leblanc et al. 1999) but with an incompletely known

physiological role (Davies 2004), members of germin-like

protein (GLP) superfamily that exhibits low auxin-binding

affinity (Ohmiya et al. 1993; Yin et al. 2009) and the trans-

port inhibitor response proteins (TIR1-like) that have a role

as an auxin receptor for mediating transcriptional regulation

via rapid Aux/IAA protein degradation (Kepinski and

Leyser 2005; Dharmasiri et al. 2005). Apparently, the

potential receptors ABP1 and some GLPs are associated

with the regulation of rapid cytosol-based signalling mech-

anisms; however, TIR1-like proteins are associated with the

proteasome-regulated proteolysis of proteins critical for

rapid gene regulation within the nucleus (Scherer 2011).

A lot of research has been focused on ABP1. ABP1 is

ubiquitous in green plants but its physiological role is

unclear. It was first identified in crude membrane prepa-

rations of etiolated coleoptiles (Hertel et al. 1972). Later,

its capacity to bind auxin was clearly determined (Löbler

and Klämbt 1985). In general, ABP1s exhibit considerable

conservation in the sequence of mature protein across a

broad range of plant species. The crystal structure indicates

that ABP1 belongs to the cupin protein superfamily (Woo

et al. 2002). Usually, the members of cupin superfamily

hold a manganese-binding histidine cluster (Dunwell et al.

2000); however, in ABP1, the predominant metal ion was

determined to be zinc (Woo et al. 2002). Following the

initial identification of maize-ABP1, other orthologs have

been characterized in a range of plants and its functions

have been determined using different approaches. All these

studies demonstrated that ABP1 binds auxin at levels

corresponding to physiological concentrations within the

plasma membrane (Shimomura et al. 1999; Kim et al.

2000). Further, characterization of ABP1 through overex-

pression or functional inactivation in plants and cell cul-

tures illustrated its essentiality on the cell cycle, embryo

development, root growth and floral induction (Jones et al.

1998; Bauly et al. 2000; Hou and Huang 2005; David et al.

2007; Tromas et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2011).

Fruits can be classified as climacteric or non-climacteric

depending on the presence or absence of postharvest,

ripening-associated rise in ethylene evolution and respira-

tion (Biale and Young 1981). Japanese plums (Prunus

salicina L.) are climacteric fruits characterized by a large

diversity for the date and rate of ripening. However, the

availability and characterization of mutant plants in some

species like tomato, whose fruits are unable to ripen even

when treated with exogenous ethylene has helped to

identify quite a few of the developmental factors that act

upstream of ethylene and control the ripening process

(Giovannoni 2004). The role of these factors is as impor-

tant as the role played by ethylene. Previous studies sug-

gested that auxin can be involved in the fruit ripening

(Miller et al. 1987; El-Sharkawy et al. 2008, 2009) as

exogenous applications of the hormone can stimulate the

ripening process (Ohmiya 2000; Bregoli et al. 2007;

Trainotti et al. 2007; El-Sharkawy et al. 2010). Thus, it

seems that auxin can be also a part of the mechanisms that

control the capacity of the fruit to ripen.

In this study, we report the isolation and characterization

of a putative ABP1 in plum. Comparing with the crystal-

lized maize-ABP1, mature PslABP1 protein exhibit, gen-

erally, similar molecular structure; however, the plum

protein is predicted to be more hydrophobic due to sub-

stitution of some critical amino-acid residues involved in

the auxin-binding activity. Moreover, PslABP1 expression

profile during fruit ontogeny was investigated to determine

the contribution of auxin in fruit development. In addition,

its expression was quantified during ripening of two plum

cultivars with different ripening rates. The aim was to

determine whether there are dissimilarities that could

account for the diversity in ripening behaviour. The ability

of auxin in stimulating the ripening process was also

investigated.

Materials and methods

Plant material and postharvest treatments

Fruits from two Japanese plum cultivars ‘Early Golden’

(‘EG’) and ‘Shiro’ (‘SH’) were harvested and treated as

described previously (El-Sharkawy et al. 2007). Other

tissues such as flowers and early stages of fruit devel-

opment were collected from ‘SH’ cultivar. To evaluate

IAA-induced ethylene production in plum fruit, mature

‘SH’ fruits were harvested and treated with either the

auxin-IAA or auxin transport inhibitor-TIBA as indicated

previously (El-Sharkawy et al. 2010); non-treated fruits

were used as control. All plant materials were frozen in

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 �C for RNA analysis.

Total RNA was extracted using the methods described

by Meisel et al. (2005). All RNA extracts were treated

with DNase I (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) then



cleaned up with RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Mississauga,

ON, Canada).

Isolation and in silico analysis of PslABP1 sequence

Based on the sequence similarity among various ABP1s, a

pair of degenerate primers, ABP1-F and ABP1-R (primers

1 and 2 in Table 1), were designed from conserved regions

to amplify ABP1 orthologs from P. salicina. The isolated

fragment was cloned in pGEM-T easy vector (Promega),

sequenced and compared with database sequences using

the BLAST program (Altschul et al. 1997). Extension of

the partial cDNA clone was carried out using the 30- and

50-RACE kit (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON, Canada). Full-

length amplification of cDNA sequence, designated

PslABP1, was carried out using the Platinum Taq DNA

Polymerase High Fidelity following the instructions pro-

vided by the manufacturer (Invitrogen). Alignment of

PslABP1 predicted protein sequence and the neighbor-

joining tree construction were performed as described

previously (El-Sharkawy et al. 2008). Genomic DNA was

extracted from plum immature leaves according to the

DNeasy Plant Maxi Kit (Qiagen). Full-length amplification

of genomic sequence, designated gPslABP1, was carried

out using Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase High Fidelity

(Invitrogen).

Protoplast isolation and transient expression

of PslABP1-GFP fusion protein

The coding sequence of PslABP1 was cloned as a

C-terminal fusion in frame with the GFP into the pGreenII

vector using BamHI site (primers from 3 and 4 in Table 1)

and expressed under the control of the 35S promoter. Pro-

toplasts used for transfection were obtained from suspen-

sion-cultured tobacco (N. tabacum) BY-2 cells. Protoplasts

were transfected and analyzed for GFP fluorescence by

confocal microscopy as described previously (El-Sharkawy

et al. 2009). All transient expression assays were repeated at

least three times.

Three-dimensional structure modeling

The molecular modeling of PslABP1 was carried out using

SwissModel server. The crystal structure of Maize-ABP1

(PDB: 1LRH) (Woo et al. 2002) was used as a template to

build the three-dimensional model of the PslABP1. Maize-

ABP1 has a sequence identity of 68 % with the plum target

protein. The model was achieved with an E-value of

1.76e-56.

Real time quantitative RT-PCR

All RT-PCRs were performed as described previously (El-

Sharkawy et al. 2012). Primer Express (v3.0, Applied

Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to design gene-

specific primers (primers from 5 to 8 in Table 1). Three

biological and three technical replicates for each reaction

were analyzed on an ABI PRISM 7900HT Sequence

Detection System (Applied Biosystems). Transcript abun-

dance was quantified using standard curves for both target

and reference genes, which were generated from serial

dilutions of PCR products from corresponding cDNAs.

Transcript abundance was normalized to the reference gene

[PsAct (EF585293)] that shows high stability across the

different treatments.

Results and discussion

Protein structure and organization

In the present work, a putative auxin-binding protein1

(PslABP1) that is a member of cupins protein superfamily

was identified. PslABP1 cDNA sequence (JN176136) is

695 bp in length with a predicted open reading frame

encoding a protein of 191 amino acids. The 50-, 30-non-

coding, and poly (A?) sequences were 36, 80, and 12 bp,

respectively. Isolation of corresponding full-length geno-

mic sequence (JN176137) resulted in a fragment of

1,887 bp in length that comprises five exons interrupted by

four introns, which is consistent with several ABP1 genes

from different plant species (Fig. 1a). PslABP1 predicted

amino-acid sequence includes all the conserved structure

elements that are important for the protein function

(Fig. 1b) (Napier et al. 2002). It comprises a characteristic

extracellular targeting peptide signal located at the N ter-

minus, which supports an apoplastic or plasma-membrane

localization. A signal peptide search (Nielsen et al. 1997)

showed a cleavage prediction of the hydrophobic targeting

peptide would occur after Ala-22. Excluding the

Table 1 The oligonucleotide primers used

Name Oligonucleotide sequence

1- ABP1-F 50-ATCCACAGGCATTCNTGTGAAGAAG-30

2- ABP1-R 50-GAACACTTTVACTGGTGGACGAG-30

3- ABP1(FG) 50-CGCGCGGATCCATGGCAGGGCC

TTCTCTT-30

4- ABP1(RG) 50-CGCGCGGATCCCTAGCTCGTC

CTTTGGCG-30

5- RtABP1-F 50-CACGAGAAGTCCCCTGGA-30

6- RtABP1-R 50-GGACCTGGTGAGCATCGT-30

7- Ps-actin(F) 50-CTGGACCTTGCTGGTCGT-30

8- Ps-actin(R) 50-ATTTCCCGCTCAGCAGTG-30



N-terminal signal sequence that shows a considerable

sequence divergence, PslABP1 mature protein shares

sequence identity ranging from 63 to 87 % with closely

related homologues from different plant species. The

mature protein, which is 169 amino-acids long contains the

three domains, labelled as boxes A (known also as D16

box, metal-binding site and auxin-binding site), B and C

that are highly conserved amongst all plant ABP1s. Box A

contributes two of the three histidines (His-59, His-61, and

His-109; numbers referred to PslABP1 mature protein) and

the glutamic acid (Glu-65) residues involved in heavy-

metal ion-binding site (Anai et al. 1997), which was

determined to be Zn2? (Woo et al. 2002). Box A also

includes a cysteine residue (Cys-63), which is preceded and

followed by two other cysteines (Cys-3 and Cys-158,

respectively). It was predicted that two of them form an

internal disulfide bridge of the extracellular domain, which

stabilizes the protein both in the presence or absence of

bound auxin (Woo et al. 2002). The finding of a precisely

localized disulfide bond within ABP1 typically indicates

either an extracellular localization or a compartmented

residence for the protein (Thornton 1981). Previous work

provided proof for the presence of a disulfide bridge

between the two cysteines located in the N-terminal and the

central region of maize-ABP1 (Feckler et al. 2001).

However, the mutation of the cysteine residue located at

C-terminal region of tobacco-ABP1 altered the folding of

the protein, its capacity to interact with auxin and its

activity at the plasma membrane (David et al. 2001). In

contrast, the presence of only one cysteine residue out of

Fig. 1 Sequence analysis of plum PslABP1. a Genomic structure of

PslABP1. The black boxes represent the exons, the grey lines the

introns and black lines the untranslated regions (UTRs). b PslABP1

amino-acid sequence alignment with closely related sequences using

ClustalX program. Conserved residues are shaded in black. Dark grey

shading indicates similar residues in seven out of nine of the

sequences and clear grey shading indicates similar residues in five out

of nine of the sequences. Putative N-terminal signal sequences are

indicated by ‘‘Signal peptide’’. Boxes A, B and C correspond to the

three highly conserved domains among all ABP1s (Napier et al.

2002). The conserved three cysteine residues are pointed with three

black arrows. The three histidines and the glutamate amino-acid

residues involved in Zn2?-binding are pointed with four gray arrow

heads. The amino-acid residues that differ between monocots and

dicots are indicated by three black diamonds. The two potential

N-glycosylation sites of PslABP1 sequence are indicated by ‘‘N-glc’’.

The ER retention motif (KDEL) is indicated with four asterisks



three in sunflower-ABP1 (Thomas et al. 2003) raises the

question as to what extent the disulfide bridge is required for

ABP1 function. Consistent with ABP1s from other plants

(Napier 2001); two potential N-glycosylation sites were

identified in PslABP1 predicted protein. Some sequences

possess three putative glycosylation sites such as the

strawberry-ABP1 and there is evidence that all are func-

tional (Lazarus and MacDonald 1996). In contrast, sun-

flower-ABP1 holds only one glycosylation site (Thomas

et al. 2003). The majority of N-glycosylation genes are

transmembrane proteins that function in the endoplasmic

reticulum and Golgi apparatus, and play important roles

in diverse biological processes such as protein fold-

ing, confirmation, stability and targeting (Varki 1993;

Kukuruzinska and Lennon 1998). In addition, mature

PslABP1 protein holds a typical C-terminal KDEL

sequence, a signal known to be responsible for the retention

of soluble protein to the lumen of the endoplasmic reticu-

lum (Napier 1997). The ABP1/KDEL is essential for the

stability of the protein and involved in the interaction with

the plasma membrane but not necessary for the auxin-

binding activity (David et al. 2001). The previous analysis

typically points out proteins with a cytoplasmic localization

compartment. Our results show that GFP distribution in the

control was spread throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus;

however, PslABP1-GFP fusion protein was totally excluded

from the nucleus and exclusively targeted to the cytoplasm

and plasma membrane (Fig. 2) where the pH is optimal for

high-affinity auxin-binding (Jones and Herman 1993;

Napier et al. 2002).

A phylogenetic tree, comprising 13 ABP1 sequences

from different species, was generated (Fig. 3). The den-

drogram clearly divided ABP1s into two main classes,

monocots and dicots. To further determine the amino-acid

residues crucial for ABP1 classification, a molecular model

of PslABP1 was built using the maize-ABP1 structure as a

template. Comparing the PslABP1/1-NAA model complex

with that of maize (Fig. 4a, b) revealed the presence of the

hydrophobic platform necessary to pack the naphthalene

ring of 1-NAA in both proteins (Woo et al. 2002). Thus, it

is feasible to speculate that the affinity of PslABP1 to bind

1-NAA should be similar to that of maize-ABP1 protein.

Further, comparison between plum- and maize-ABP1

protein structures indicated that the binding site in

PslABP1, generally, displays more sequence polarity than

its counterpart in maize. Of particular interest is the sub-

stitution of a Phe-149 in maize with a Tyr-152 in plum at a

position adjacent to where IAA-imidazole group would be

present. The consequence of this substitution is com-

pounded by the attendance of an Arg-24 in plum in place of

an Ile-22 in maize within a hydrogen-bonding distance of

the Tyr-152. Analysis of mature ABP1s across a broad

range of plant species revealed that these substitutions are

conserved among all the dicots examined so far with the

exception of Raphanus (Fig. 1b); however, co-crystalliza-

tion of PslABP1/IAA complex model pointed out that such

substitutions may have implications for auxin-binding

activity, which can only be confirmed by experimental

binding-assay. To investigate the effect of the increase in

polarity on the active site, a molecule of IAA was placed

in-lieu of the 1-NAA molecule with the carboxyl group

fixed to the same position as that of the 1-NAA. Moreover,

the other zinc ligands were also fixed to not allow a

deviation within the coordination sphere of zinc. Minimi-

zation was carried out on the rest of the protein and IAA in

the binding site (Fig. 4c, d). The resulting geometry shows

a hydrogen bond of 2.76 Å between IAA-Imidazole group

and Tyr-152 hydroxyl oxygen of PslABP1 mature protein.

Furthermore, Tyr-153 along with Arg-24 forms a hydrogen

bonding network that can provide an anchor to IAA-

binding (Fig. 4c). However, in case of maize-ABP1, the

binding of IAA is not stabilized by any amino-acid inter-

actions and only stabilized by the coordination to the zinc

metal ion (Fig. 4d). Hydrophobic interactions, however,

can be seen as a stabilizing force, especially, among the

aromatic residues as pi–pi stacking interactions are possi-

ble. The previous characterization indicated that the iso-

lated plum sequence is encoding a putative auxin binding

protein1 that may be function as an auxin receptor. How-

ever, that can only be confirmed by experimental binding-

assay or by performing genetic screens, which cannot be

done easily in tree species.

PslABP1 expression during fruit ontogeny

The expression profile of PslABP1 was carried out in

flowers and through different fruit-developmental phases to

elucidate the physiological role of auxin in fruit develop-

ment. Jones (1994) and Napier and Venis (1995) men-

tioned that ABP1 transcripts could accumulate in the entire

plant ubiquitously, suggesting that ABP1 expression is not

tissue specific.

PslABP1 transcripts were initially low in flower buds,

but increased strongly afterwards. The abundance of

PslABP1 after fertilization (*7 DAB) represented the

highest mRNA level among the whole experiment (Fig. 5;

flower). The enlargement of ovaries that continues after

fertilization is essentially due to auxin-induced cell

expansion resulting in fruit-development initiation (Le-

blanc et al. 1997; Miller et al. 1987). It has been previously

suggested that flowers are sites of auxin production in

plants and auxin has been shown to influence the devel-

opment of flower parts and fruit setting (Lang 1961). Thus,

the previous results suggest the involvement of PslABP1 in

regulating auxin actions leading to fruit initiation events

and perhaps embryo formation. Earlier genetic studies



provided strong evidence regarding the role of ABP1 in

mediating the regulatory pathway of auxin-induced cell

division, elongation and embryogenesis (Jones 1994). Chen

et al. (2001) demonstrated that the homozygous ABP1

knockout mutant is lethal due to defects during early

embryogenesis. Tobacco- and sunflower-ABP1 were most

abundant in organs that respond to auxin stimulus, such as

the developing flowers and new growth. These tissues are

typical target for auxinic signals involved in the induction

of various processes such as cell division, elongation and

differentiation (Leblanc et al. 1997; Chen et al. 2011).

The stone fruit-development period could be divided

into three different stages based on growth pattern (El-

Sharkawy et al. 2007). The first stage (S1, 22–37 DAB)

illustrated by intense cell division, differentiation and rapid

growth caused by elevated quantities of auxin (Miller et al.

1987). During this period, PslABP1 transcripts gradually

increased to a peak (*32 DAB) and declined thereafter

(Fig. 5; S1). It seems that PslABP1 is required for regu-

lating auxin signaling leading to the abundant cell division

and expansion during early embryo morphogenesis char-

acterizing this stage. PslABP1 transcripts continued to

decrease reaching constant basal levels throughout S2

(Fig. 5; S2). During S2 period (42–52 DAB) there is hardly

any visible increase in fruit size (no evidence of cell

division or expansion), which coincided with a significant

reduction in auxin content (Miller et al. 1987). However,

the only fruit-development process throughout S2 is the

lignification of the endocarp to form a solid stone. Thus,

the accumulation profile of PslABP1 along with the growth

pattern of the fruit suggested a minor role for auxin within

S2. During S3 (57–77 DAB), when the pulp (mesocarp)

separates easily from the seed (endocarp ? embryo),

PslABP1 significantly accumulated in both fruit tissues;

however, its accumulation profile in the pulp was totally

different than those in the seed (Fig. 5; S3). In the pulp,

Fig. 2 Subcellular localization of PslABP1 protein fused to the GFP

tag. Constructs consisting of either the control 35S::GFP or

35S::PslABP1-GFP were used transiently to transform N. tabacum

protoplasts. The subcellular localizations of the GFP protein under the

control of 35S or the PslABP1-GFP fusion protein were analyzed

using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Light micrographs (centre

panel) and fluorescence (left panel) images are merged (right panel)

to illustrate the different locations of the two proteins. The length of

the bar corresponds to 10 lm

Fig. 3 Phylogenetic

relationships between

P. salicina ABP1 and other

sequences from A. thaliana

(NP_192207), R. sativus

(BAA25432), H. annuus

(AAQ04680), F. ananassa

(CAA62956), M. domestica

(AAB47752), N. tabacum

(CAA50259), S. lycopersicum

(CAA09882), C. annuum

(CAA88361), A. sativa

(BAA25433), H. vulgare

(BAK06211), Z. mays

(CAA40061) and O. sativa

(ABA98773) based on full-

length amino-acid sequence.

Monocots and dicots correspond

to the two different classes of

ABP1 sequences



PslABP1 mRNA increased to a peak *67 DAB and

gradually decreased thereafter reaching a minimal level at

the end of S3. However, in the seed, PslABP1 levels were

high at the beginning of S3 (*57–62 DAB) and declined

subsequently to reach a basal level by the end of the stage.

Throughout S3 duration, the auxin content as well as var-

ious auxin-related transcripts starts to increase rapidly in

the whole fruit (Miller et al. 1987; Trainotti et al. 2007).

Hence, it appears that PslABP1 restores its transcription

due to the increase in endogenous auxin content. However,

to interpret the differentiation on PslABP1 accumulation

profile between the fruit pulp and seed, it was necessary to

distinguish between the two tissues. Accelerated cell

division followed by cell expansion is a signature event of

S3 that results in a significant increase in fruit size. Thus,

PslABP1, as its orthologs in other plant species, should be a

Fig. 4 Molecular structure of

plum- and maize-ABP1 auxin

binding site in complex with

1-NAA (a and b, respectively)

and IAA (c and d, respectively).

Active-binding site of plum-

ABP1 has more polar amino-

acid residues than that of maize

allowing for a hydrogen bond

network between the imidazole

group of IAA, Tyr-152,

Tyr-153, and Arg-24

Fig. 5 Steady-state transcript levels of PslABP1 assessed by QRT-

PCR during ‘EG’ fruit ontogeny (the fertilized flowers stage is

marked with an asterisk). During S1 and S2 phases the whole fruit

was used for RNA analysis; however, through S3 stage the expression

was determined in pulp (black bars) and in seeds (grey bars). The

experiments were carried out in three biological replicates, and error

bars represent the SD. The x axis represents the developmental stages

indicated by the number of days after bloom (DAB) and by the name

of stage. The y axis refers to the mean molecules of PslABP1 per

reaction/mean molecules of PsAct



component of the auxin signal network that controls the

cell elongation at low auxin levels (Jones et al. 1998;

Christian et al. 2006). The functional inactivation of ABP1

in the model plant cell BY-2 resulted in cell-cycle arrest,

which provides evidence that ABP1 is involved in the

regulation of cell cycle and division by constituting the first

step of auxin-signaling pathway (David et al. 2007).

However, in the fully lignified seed (early S3), auxin is

needed to complete embryo development. The auxin

requirements for the developed embryos as well as

PslABP1 transcription decreased along with the progres-

sion in embryo maturation (Litz and Gray 1992).

Expression of PslABP1 during fruit ripening

It is almost certain that the chain of modifications that

transform a mature green fruit into a ripe fruit occur during

S3 (El-Sharkawy et al. 2008, 2009) and involve many

different metabolic pathways. Therefore, the factors that

control the transition of a fruit from the end of growth to

the onset of ripening are of primary importance. In cli-

macteric fruits most aspects of the ripening process are

triggered and maintained by ethylene (Lelièvre et al. 1997);

however, the factors that initiate ripening/autocatalytic

ethylene production have to be triggered independently to

ethylene action since ethylene is barely produced during

this stage of fruit development (El-Sharkawy et al. 2008).

Thus, we decided to investigate the accumulation of

PslABP1 during ripening to assess a possible autonomous

role played by auxin. Two plum cultivars, ‘EG’ and ‘SH’,

were selected according to their maturity times, early and

late, respectively. ‘EG’ fruit displayed an early, short and

rapid ethylene production profile along with high autocat-

alytic ethylene levels at climacteric peak (Fig. 6a). How-

ever, ‘SH’ fruit exhibited a suppressed climacteric pattern.

The fruit ripened slower and later than ‘EG’ with much

lower ethylene levels at climacteric phase, at least six times

lesser ethylene levels than ‘EG’ (Fig. 6b). PslABP1 accu-

mulation profile was correlated well with the evolution of

climacteric ethylene production in ‘EG’ mesocarp (Fig. 6a,

c) with the exception that the highest transcription signal

was detected at pre-climacteric phase, just before the cli-

macteric peak of ethylene production. However, in ‘SH’

pulp, which exhibited a suppressed-climacteric pattern,

PslABP1 expression profile did not respond to the presence

of autocatalytic ethylene during ripening (Fig. 6b, d). Its

mRNA was temporally quite constitutive and detected in

much lower levels than in ‘EG’ fruit. Previous study

showed that the endogenous auxin content significantly

increased in the fruit during ripening, concomitant with the

production of climacteric ethylene (Miller et al. 1987;

Trainotti et al. 2007). In addition, treatment of fruit with

synthetic auxin enhanced both fruit development and

ripening (Augustı́ et al. 1999; Ohmiya 2000; Bregoli et al.

2007). Furthermore, the evaluation of four different eth-

ylene biosynthesis elements (ACC synthesis) and seven

ethylene-responsive transcription factors (ERFs) in plum

fruits (i.e., the same cultivars studied in the present work)

revealed that auxin can affect ethylene production by

increasing the transcription of different PsACS and PsERF

mRNAs, which play an important role in determining the

level of autocatalytic ethylene production and the capacity

of the fruit to ripen (El-Sharkawy et al. 2008, 2009).

However, the findings that PslABP1 maximal accumulation

in ‘EG’ pulp preceded that of climacteric ethylene

peak provide more evidence on the role of auxin in stim-

ulating autocatalytic ethylene production by increasing the

transcription levels of various ethylene biosynthesis and

signal transduction elements (El-Sharkawy et al. 2008,

2009).

In the seed, PslABP1 accumulation profile was similar in

both plum cultivars, but in much lower levels in ‘SH’ seeds.

Relatively high PslABP1 mRNA levels were detected in

non-climacteric phase, *78 DAB and *90 DAB, respec-

tively (Fig. 6c, d). As ripening progressed, PslABP1 tran-

scripts declined gradually to reach a minimal level in

post-climacteric stage, *83 and *105 DAB, respectively.

The role of seed in stone fruit development was determined

by Miller et al. (1987) who provided evidence that seed

stimulate fruit growth and ripening by providing auxin.

Auxin stimulates ethylene biosynthesis and PslABP1

transcription in late plum fruit

The previous results suggested that the suppressed cli-

macteric phenotype in ‘SH’ fruits could partially be due to

inadequate quantities of auxin to co-ordinate ripening. To

test this hypothesis, ‘SH’ fruits were treated with different

concentrations of IAA and 50 lM of the auxin inhibitor,

TIBA. Untreated ‘SH’ fruit were used as a control. TIBA-

treated fruits were unable to ripen autonomously and their

ethylene production remained low even after 35 days post

treatment. Untreated, control fruits displayed a climacteric

peak after 10 days, with a corresponding ethylene pro-

duction at the peak of 6.6 nmol g-1 h-1 (Fig. 7a). Fruits

treated with 1, 10, and 100 lM of IAA, exhibited a cli-

macteric peak after 8, 5, and 3 d post treatment, respec-

tively; with a corresponding ethylene production at the

peak of 16.2, 23.6, and 31.6 nmol g-1 h-1, respectively

(Fig. 7a). ‘SH’ fruits treated with 10 lM of IAA and

50 lM TIBA were selected to study the accumulation

pattern of PslABP1. TIBA treatment completely inhibited

PslABP1 transcription in the fruit (data not shown). How-

ever, auxin treatment triggered a dramatic increase in the

accumulation profile of PslABP1, suggesting a possible

role for auxin (Fig. 7b).



Based on the correlation between PslABP1 mRNA

accumulation and the phenotypical ripening stages among

the two plum cultivars, apparently the differences in the

ripening pattern of both plum cultivars could be partially

due to the variation in auxin contents as well as ethylene

production. Such variations can influence the capacity of

the fruit to produce and respond to ethylene, which results

in the differentiation in ripening behavior thereafter

(Bregoli et al. 2007; Trainotti et al. 2007; El-Sharkawy

et al. 2008, 2009). Thus, theoretically it seems that the

scarcity of auxin in the late cultivar can consequently

affect the levels of autocatalytic ethylene available for the

fruit to initiate ripening. Treatment of late ‘SH’ fruit with

auxin considerably accelerated auxin-induced ethylene

production and sensitivity. The fruits restored the typical

climacteric pattern to a comparable level with those of

early ‘EG’ fruits. Moreover, our results indicate that the

concentration of auxin correlated positively with the pre-

cocity of the climacteric phase and the rate of ethylene

production at the peak. Therefore, auxin seems to be

accumulated rapidly and in higher levels in the early

cultivar, which leads to the up-regulation of different

transcripts associated with auxin, including auxin and

ethylene elements (Trainotti et al. 2007; El-Sharkawy

et al. 2008, 2009). Such high accumulation of ripening-

related proteins (auxin- and ethylene-related proteins)

results in the early transition of the mature green fruit into

the ripening stage. Once the fruit initiates autocatalytic

ethylene, the ripening process will be enhanced in both

auxin- and ethylene-dependent manners. Therefore, the

possibility of regulating many ethylene-related genes by

auxin is the best alternative that explains the significant

accumulation of such transcripts during ripening in an

ethylene-independent manner (El-Sharkawy et al. 2008,

2009; Ziliotto et al. 2008). However, the accumulation

profile of PslABP1 in response to auxin and auxin inhib-

itor application suggests that its transcript is putatively

accumulated in the fruit during ripening in an auxin-

dependent manner.

Fig. 6 Ethylene evolution and

steady-state PslABP1 transcript

levels assessed by QRT-PCR

during early ‘EG’ (left panel;

a and c) and late ‘SH’ (right

panel; b and d) plum fruit

ripening. The expression was

quantified in pulp (black bars)

and in seeds (grey bars). Other

details are as described in Fig. 5

Fig. 7 a Ethylene production of ‘SH’ plum fruit treated with auxin-

IAA (filled circles) 0 lM (open squares) 1 lM (open triangles)

10 lM, and (open diamonds) 100 lM. Fruit treated with 0 lM auxin

served as the control. b The steady-state mRNA levels for PslABP1 in

‘SH’ fruit during ripening after treatment with 10 lM IAA. The x axis

in each figure represents days after auxin treatment. Other details are

as described in Fig. 5
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